Genome-wide Identification and Characterization of Transcription Factor Binding Motifs of NBS-LRR Genes in Rice and Arabidopsis
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ABSTRACT: Nucleotide binding site leucine rich repeat (NBS-LRR) gene encoding proteins are the major biotic stress resistance genes of rice and Arabidopsis thaliana. Upstream sequences of 206 entire NBS-LRR genes of Arabidopsis and 120 genes of rice were analyzed with three highly reliable motif prediction tools for enhanced accuracy of prediction and characterization of potential transcription factor binding motifs (TFBMs). A total of 36 and 30 novel, strong TFBMs were discovered from NBS-LRR genes of rice and A. thaliana, respectively. All the motifs identified in these sequences were analyzed for their positional conservation and the possible motif network associations were also identified. Further, the probability of the presence of motifs in these NBS-LRR genes were validated and statistically tested. Although Arabidopsis NBS-LRR sequences showed 76.3% similarity with rice sequences at motif level, the analysis revealed that rice sequences have many unique TFBMs and are more evolved in gene expression mechanisms. The study also provided a list of novel candidate motifs for these genes, which will be a good resource for experimental validation. A novel strategy of prediction of gene expression based on motif arrangement was also demonstrated in this study. The findings of this study, such as the motifs’ positional conservation, architecture, etc. offered new biological insights into the role of TFBMs in the regulation of resistance genes.
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Introduction

Biotic stresses, which include diseases and insect pests, greatly affect the crop growth and yield, resulting in declined productivity. These stresses induce up- and down-regulation of different varieties of genes, whose products function not only for stress response but also to impart disease resistance or tolerance. In the signal transduction network, from the perception of stress signals to stress responsive gene expression, various transcription factors (TFs) and cis-acting elements present in the upstream of stress responsive genes function together to cope with pathogen attack for survival and adaptation. More than 1500 genes (>5% of the genome) were predicted to encode for TFs in Arabidopsis thaliana.¹ Many of these TFs are involved in various defense pathways and are responsible for the orchestration of pathogen induced gene expression by binding with specific regulatory sites in the promoter region called transcription factor binding motifs (TFBMs) or simply, motifs, which can regulate the spatio-temporal expression of genes.² Promoters from co-expressed and orthologous genes may harbor similar TFBMs³ and those TFBMs represent a particular group of TFs indirectly.⁴ Dissection of the promoter content and analysis of the architecture of TFBMs would lead to better understanding of gene regulation at the transcription level in stress responsive genes.⁵ Although the methods like
chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP), staggered promoter deletions, and DNase I footprinting assays are efficient in the identification of TFBMs, they are time consuming, cumbersome, and also may not cover the entire upstream region.6,7 In silico methods can predict TFBMs in a wide range of upstream regions of target genes with less effort, time, and cost, making functional analysis of the TFBMs simpler and more efficient. In eukaryotes, transcription related regulatory motifs were repeated many times in the upstream regions8 and these over represented motifs were correlated with transcriptional activity.9 However, identification of over represented “true” motifs in eukaryotic genome is still a challenge because of shorter motif size (usually 4–20 bp) in a large genome,10,11 high degeneracy of nucleotides in the motif sequence (up to 50%),12 and their wide spread presence over long distance, ie distal parts of the promoter.13 To overcome these problems, many bioinformatic tools have been developed for the precise identification of motifs. Among them, W-AlignACE,14 MEME (Multiple EM for Motif Elicitation),15 and Weeder Web16 are well known for their reliable and efficient discovery of regulatory motifs. Notably, in a study on the comparative assessment of the performance of various motif discovery tools, Weeder Web and MEME out performed others in many measures.17 It has also been suggested that use of more than one tool and considering the motifs predicted by complementary tools rather than a single tool would increase the accuracy in predicting the potential motifs.13 Despite the availability of online tools with a combination of different programs, like Melina II,17 most of them are not being upgraded and hence, we used these specific programs individually.

Nucleotide binding site plus leucine rich repeat (NBS-LRR) domain containing genes are the most prevalent class of resistance genes in plants.18 These genes are expected to be orthologous, as they have common targets, ie stress response. Wang et al17 have attempted to identify the cis-regulatory elements from sorghum and rice from random co-expressed gene groups by using two complementary bioinformatics tools (PhyloCon and FASTCOMPARE). Lengar and Joshi, 20098 also identified functional regulatory elements of genes, which involved in developmental stages of Plasmodium falciparum by in silico analysis. However, there are no reports on the determination of regulatory motifs of orthologous resistant genes and their possible network. Rice and A. thaliana not only have high quality genome sequences in the public domain but are the model plant systems for genomics. Surprisingly, motif diversity analysis in respect of resistance gene expression and regulation studies is not yet reported even from these genomes. Studies on motif discovery and their characterization in these two genomes may provide critical information on the regulatory networks underlying gene expression and may also offer clues in understanding the evolutionary status among monocot and dicot plant systems with respect to resistance genes. Therefore, in the present study, an attempt was made to identify novel regulatory motifs and analyze their frequency, distribution pattern, positional preferences, motif network, and grouping of NBS-LRR resistance genes based on motif architecture in rice and A. thaliana. In addition to these, the prediction of gene expression pattern was demonstrated based on motif architecture.

Methods

Upstream sequences. The entire NBS-LRR (206) genes and their promoter regions (1000 bp, upstream from transcription start site, TSS) in A. thaliana16 were extracted from NCBI (www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov) and TAIR (http://www.arabidopsis.org/tools/index.jsp) databases (Supplementary Table 1). From rice, 120 NBS-LRR sequences, which covered the entire genome, were selected and their upstream regions (1000 bp, before TSS) were extracted from RGAP 6.1 (http://rice.plantbiology.msu.edu/) (Supplementary Table 2).

Motif discovery. The motifs were identified from selected upstream sequences of rice and A. thaliana using three motif prediction tools (i) MEME,15 (ii) W-AlignACE,14 and (iii) Weeder Web.16 The MEME tool was locally run to discover the motifs with a cut-off E-value of ≥1 and a any number of repetitions (ant) level. Simple repetitive nucleotides of the target sequences were removed using Repeat Masker (http://www.repeatmasker.org/cgi-bin/WEBRepeatMasker) prior to the analysis with MEME. While running W-AlignACE, the number of columns to align was set from 6 to 10 and the program was run twice for each value and hence resulting in 10 runs per sequence. The expected number of sites was set to five with the fractional background GC content set to 0.44 and 0.35, as the average GC content of rice and A. thaliana were 44 and 35%, respectively. Only consensus motifs with a MAP score of ≥10 were considered for further analysis. Weeder Web was run locally in large mode to identify motifs with lengths of 6, 8, 10, and 11 nt, with 1, 2, 3, and 4 recombination(s), respectively. Top 10 motifs with high scores and “advised” motifs were stored for further analysis. Motif comparison between rice and Arabidopsis was done with Locator tool with 1 bp degeneracy and at least 90% similarity.

Database search. The motifs identified by the three bioinformatics tools discussed above were compared with each other manually. Although the motifs identified by all three bioinformatic tools had higher significance, motifs returned by at least two programs were only considered as strong motifs.8 The selected strong motifs were checked with TFBM databases viz., PLACE (Plant cis-acting regulatory DNA elements) (http://www.dna.affrc.go.jp/PLACE/signalscan.html)19 plant CARE (http://bioinformatics.psb.ugent.be/webtools/plantcare/html/),20 and literatures for further information about these motifs.

Motif diversity analysis, positional specificity, and motif networks. The positional preference of motifs was analyzed by identifying the position and frequency of each strong motif using the Locator tool of Weeder Web.16 The upstream region was divided into 10 parts with a window size of 100 bp (like 1000–901, 900–801, … 100–1 bp). The higher
rate of appearance of a specific motif in a particular window was considered to indicate that the motif was positionally conserved in that particular window. Motifs with 90% similarity or 1 bp degeneracy were considered as the same motif.

**Motif network (diverse motif arrangement in the promoter region in a particular fashion).** In order to assess the motif networks in NBS-LRR genes, a binary matrix for these strong motifs based on the presence or absence of motifs in each NBS-LRR sequences of rice and *Arabidopsis* was prepared individually. The binary data was used to construct a dendrogram using NTSYSpc 2.0, which revealed the percentage of motif coordination in gene expression by their position and the closeness between the motifs. If two motifs involve in motif coordination, they are expected to be bound together in most of the sequences and they would get closer position and a high percentage of motif network score in the motif dendrogram. Motifs with overlapping nucleotide sequences were avoided while calculating motif coordination percentage. As genes with the same motif organization and combinations are likely to express for a common cause, an attempt was made to group the NBS-LRR genes based on the architecture of motifs and their combinations.

**Validation of strong motifs.** In order to distinguish motifs associated the NBS-LRR gene from other common motifs, the strong motifs were validated with two sets of negative control sequences: (i) upstream sequences (1 kb) of 50 housekeeping genes (Supplementary Tables 3 and 4 for rice and *Arabidopsis*, respectively) and (ii) 50 random sequences from all chromosomes (non NBS-LRR genes). Upstream sequences (1 kb) of reported 15 NBS-LRR genes were used as positive control sequences. Presence/proportion of strong motifs in the test sequences have been cross checked with negative as well as with positive control sequences using the Locator tool and their frequency (in percentage) was calculated. If the proportion (percentage) of a particular motif is higher in NBS-LRR promoter sequences than those of negative control sequences, that motif was considered as NBS-LRR associated motif. If the motif was observed only in the NBS-LRR sequences and was absent in the negative control sequences, it was considered as a unique motif.

In order to validate the identified genes clusters in this study, the rice genes groups were compared with gene expression data of the rice annotation project (http://rice.plantbiology.msu.edu/expression.shtml). The rice gene groups were also compared specifically with the transcript data generated through MPSS and SBS libraries made in resistant and susceptible rice cultivars, after *Xanthomonas* and *Magnaporthe oryzae* infections (unpublished, data generated at Dr. Wang’s Lab, Ohio State University, USA) to check for the expression pattern of R genes.

**Statistical analysis.** In order to determine the significance of the presence of the motifs obtained, the motifs were analyzed using the Z-test. The analysis was carried out by comparing the ratio of occurrence of the motif in the target sequence to the ratio of occurrence of the motif in the two control sequences i.e. (housekeeping genes and random sequences) using the formula,

\[ Z = \left( p_1 - p_2 \right) / \sqrt{p_1 q_1/n_1 + p_2 q_2/n_2} \]

where \( P \) is proportion of presence of motif in the target sequences, \( Q \) is 1 – \( P \), which indicates the proportion of motif in the non target sequences, and \( n \) is number of sequences tested. The calculated \( Z \) values were compared with the standard \( Z \) tabulated values, 1.96 \( (P < 0.05) \) and 2.576 \( (P < 0.01) \) to find the significance of the motifs identified.

**Results and Discussion**

**Motif search and identification of strong motifs.** A total of 113 and 81 strong motifs were identified from NBS-LRR sequences of rice and *Arabidopsis* (Supplementary Tables 5 and 6, respectively). These motifs were found to be distributed over the entire 1 kb upstream region and the motif lengths varied from 5 to 17 bp, while the majority of the motifs (60–65%) were in the range of 6–8 bp and the mean motif lengths was 8.2 ± 2.1 bp for both the genomes. The function of most of the identified strong motifs is 77 motifs (68.1%) of rice and 51 motifs (63.0%) of *Arabidopsis* were reported earlier (Supplementary Tables 5 and 6, respectively), which verifies the reliability of the motif prediction strategy followed in this study. Hence, the present study led to the identification of 36 and 30 novel, strong motifs in rice and *Arabidopsis*, respectively, which may be the functional TFBMs for unknown TFs and may play a major role in the regulation of genes containing NBS-LRR domain. This study covers the major segment of NBS-LRR associated motifs; for example, Park et al has reported a biotic stress related motif, TTGGAAACTTT, involved in pathogen/environmental/heat stress response (Table 1). Zhang et al also reported motifs, such as TGACCT, involved in pathogen response (Supplementary Table 5), and many other pathogen-defense related motifs were identified in our present study. These novel motifs will be useful resources for experimental validation and can be used to manipulate the gene expression.

Basic and common TFBMs like TATA box, CAAT box, and GATA elements, were not considered, as they are common to most of the genes. Although unique motifs are not expected for every set of co-expressed genes, to identify the motifs that are present in majority of genes (over represented), a thorough scan was made. Interestingly, more than half of the analyzed rice and *Arabidopsis* sequences have showed the presence of five and six over represented motifs, respectively. One such motif (AAAAT), which was reported to be involved in light response, was found to be present in 95 of 120 rice NBS-LRR sequences with 519 hits (number of repetition in sequences). Similarly, another motif CGGAAA, reported to be involved in wound response, was found to have 195 hits.
Table 1. Rice and Arabidopsis NBS-LRR sequence specific motifs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S. NO</th>
<th>RICE MOTIF</th>
<th>FUNCTION</th>
<th>reference</th>
<th>ARABIDOPSIS MOTIF</th>
<th>FUNCTION</th>
<th>reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>ACGTGCGCTGGTAC</td>
<td><em>A. thaliana</em>: ABA stress response element</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>CCGAACTGCCCT</td>
<td><em>A. thaliana</em>: water stress response element</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>GACGTCGGCACCT</td>
<td><em>A. thaliana</em>: ABA stress response element</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>CGGTGGCT</td>
<td><em>Oryza sativa</em>: ABA responsive element</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>TCAGACTGCC</td>
<td><em>Catharanthus roseus</em>: jasmonate and elicitor-responsive element</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>GCAGCACC</td>
<td>NYR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>TTTGAAAAACTT</td>
<td>Glycine max pathogen/environmental/heat stress responsive element</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>AGCAGCACC</td>
<td>NYR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>AAGGGGGCGACGC</td>
<td>NYR</td>
<td>AGTACGGCTCT</td>
<td>NYR</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>AATATTGAAAGA</td>
<td>NYR</td>
<td>TAGTACGGCTCC</td>
<td>NYR</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>CGTAGGGGGGG</td>
<td>NYR</td>
<td>GCGAGCTAAAGG</td>
<td>NYR</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>ACAACGAGCTGG</td>
<td>NYR</td>
<td>GCGAGCTAAAGG</td>
<td>NYR</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>CGTGGGGCGCTGG</td>
<td>NYR</td>
<td>CCGAGCTCCT</td>
<td>NYR</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>TCAGATTGCCCAT</td>
<td>NYR</td>
<td>CTCCAGGCTCCT</td>
<td>NYR</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>TGGGGGCTGGCC</td>
<td>NYR</td>
<td>TGTTGCTAGGCTT</td>
<td>NYR</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>CGTGCGAGGCGG</td>
<td>NYR</td>
<td>TATGCAGATGCTT</td>
<td>NYR</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>CGGGGGCCACCA</td>
<td>NYR</td>
<td>CGAACTGCCCT</td>
<td>NYR</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>TTGGGGGCCCTT</td>
<td>NYR</td>
<td>NYR</td>
<td>NYR</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Abbreviation:** NYR, not yet reported.

in 85 of 120 NBS-LRR sequences, which was followed by GCCCTG (regulatory element associated with GCN4) with 107 hits in 67 sequences (Fig. 1). In Arabidopsis, the motif, AAACGAA (involved in elicitor-responsive element) was present in 166 sequences with 436 hits, GAAGAC (heat shock element) was present in 164 sequences, and had the highest hits of 487. Another motif, CGCCAA (reported as enhancer site) was present in 141 sequences with 294 hits (Fig. 2). As these motifs were over represented in many sequences with high frequency, these motifs are highly significant and expected to be the major TFBMs in most of the NBS-LRR containing genes. The web logo of these over represented motifs of rice and Arabidopsis are given in Figures 1 and 2, respectively. However, the roles of some of the over represented motifs are not known and these could be the novel TFBMs. Top 20 over represented motifs occurring in higher frequency (based on the presence of motifs in the number of sequences) are given in Figures 3 and 4 for rice and *A. thaliana*, respectively. To identify the NBS-LRR sequence specific motifs for this class of R genes, the strong motifs were validated with two sets of negative control sequences; promoter sequences of housekeeping genes, and random sequences (non NBS-LRR sequences). This experiment revealed that majority of the motifs of rice and Arabidopsis had higher proportion in NBS-LRR sequences than the negative control sequences and comparison of strong motifs to the negative control motifs indicated that no motif was false negative. Among those, 14 and 13 motifs of rice and Arabidopsis, respectively, were unique to NBS-LRR genes (motifs were present only in NBS-LRR sequences and absent in both the negative controls), (Table 1). Interestingly, among those 14 motifs of rice, the function of four motifs has been reported to be involved in pathogen reaction either directly or indirectly and the functions of the remaining 10 motifs are not yet reported. In Arabidopsis, among the 13 NBS-LRR associated motifs, the functions of two motifs (related to water stress and abscisic acid (ABA) response elements) have been reported, while the remaining 11 are novel motifs. These unique motifs of NBS-LRR genes could be considered as candidate motifs and can be experimentally validated for their role in pathogen reaction. Statistical analysis with Z-test also revealed the presence of two motifs (CGGGGACC and TTTGAAAAACTT), which were significantly present among NBS-LRR sequences compared to the other two control sequences. Contrary to rice, Arabidopsis NBS-LRR sequences had 31 statistically significant motifs when compared to the two control sequences.

Extensive studies reported that regulatory elements are accumulated in the regulation region up to ~500 bp commonly. The results of Segal et al indicated that motifs were concentrated at the region near the TSS and the number of motifs decreased significantly after ~250 bp. The results of Zheng et al also suggested that the motifs were accumulated...
Figure 1. Among the identified 113 motifs from rice NBS-LRR promoter sequences, five motifs were present in majority (more than 50%) of the analyzed sequences; this high frequency of motifs may be significant and expected to be major TFBMs to most of the NBS-LRR sequences. The picture represents web logos of those high frequency strong motifs of rice.

Figure 2. Among the identified 81 motifs from Arabidopsis NBS-LRR promoter sequence, six motifs were present in majority (more than 50%) of the analyzed sequences; this high frequency of motifs may be significant and expected to be major TFBMs to most of the NBS-LRR sequences. The picture represents the web logo of the high frequency strong motifs of Arabidopsis.

Figure 3. Frequency of the top 20 motifs (based on their frequency) in the rice NBS-LRR gene promoter sequences. The motif, AAAAT, which had the highest frequency, was present in 95 out of 120 sequences, while the motif, GGGCGACG was present in 38 out of 120 sequences (least among the top 20 motifs). In the figure, Y-axis represents the percentage of frequency.
motifs also suggested that promoter conservation might have occurred during the process of evolution.

**Motif network.** The regulatory function of the motifs in specific motif combination have to be studied in detail for better understanding of the regulatory network of the genes.\textsuperscript{33,34} It was reported that different combinations of less numbers of motifs regulate gene expression in many organisms rather than a large variety of TFBMs.\textsuperscript{8,35} Expression of many genes in a cell rely on the combinatorial control of several TFs,\textsuperscript{36,37} and in order to understand those cellular processes better, motif combinations also have to be analyzed along with novel motif identification. Occurrence of motif network in promoters of late embryogenesis abundant genes in rice and their use in finding the co-expressed/complementary genes by analyzing their motifs pattern was demonstrated efficiently.\textsuperscript{34,38} The genes that have similar kind of motif arrangements are generally expected to be functionally related and may co-express with a common trigger.\textsuperscript{38} Two motif regulatory modules consisting of ACGTGGCTGTAGAC (ABA stress responsive element) and TGGGGCCTGGCG (unknown function) were observed to be highly coordinated in motif combination among all the tested rice NBS-LRR sequences and thus exhibited 100% association between them (Supplementary Fig. 1). Another rice motif regulatory module consisting of three motifs, known to be involved in defense response viz., GGGCCG (ABA response element), GCCGGC (wounding and pathogen response), and GGGGGCCG (repressor element) were also observed with 68% motif coordination in the sequences, wherever these motifs exist.

Similarly, four motif regulatory modules, where some members were known to play pathogen response role viz., GGGCCG (pathogen response), GCCCTG (regulatory element associated with GCN4), CCGAAA (wound response element), and AAAAT (light responsive element) were observed with 63% motif coordination in the sequences. Interestingly, one of the over represented motif of rice also formed a module with the other motifs involved in the defense response, which clearly indicated the existence of higher motif coordination among the motifs (Supplementary Fig. 1). In *Arabidopsis*, motif modules consisting of five and two motifs were observed with 50% coordination. Other combinational motif modules of *Arabidopsis* sequences are illustrated in Supplementary Figure 2. It is observed that, the possibility of forming motifs into modules and their coordination percentages was inversely related; if the number of motifs in a module increases, the coordination percentage will be decreased. Although it cannot be expected that all the NBS-LRR genes will express at same time for a particular defense response, it is possible that a set of NBS-LRR genes may co-express for a common cause and that can be predicted by analyzing the combinations of motifs. Based on motif module presence, 21 NBS-LRR genes out of 113 genes had three motif modules (CGGGGC, GCCGGC, and GGGGGCCG) (Supplementary Fig. 3) and these genes might be co-expressed by
common external stimulus. Similarly, seven NBS-LRR rice genes also possessed four motif module coordination (GGG- GCA, GCCCTG, CGGAAA, and AAAAT), which may co-express (Supplementary Fig 4).

To validate the identified gene clusters in this study, these clusters were compared with gene expression data of the rice annotation project (http://rice.plantbiology.msu.edu/ expression.shtml) and also biotic stress transcriptome data. Interestingly, many gene clusters showed a similar kind of expression pattern. For instance, the two identified genes in a cluster, LOC_Os02g30150 and LOC_Os12g10180 showed a similar kind of expression pattern; i.e. they expressed during the cold stress. Most of the above mentioned cluster containing 21 genes expressed in mature pollen. Hence, this study proved that the strategy of gene clustering based on its motif arrangement, correlated to the gene expression. Comparison of biotic stress transcriptome data also revealed that 11 of the rice genes showed expression in M. oryzae infected rice leaves (two in very early stage of infection, ie three hours after infection [Os11g19160, Os11g45750], three in early stage of infection, ie six hours after infection [Os09g34150], five in early stage of infection, ie 12 hours after infection [Os01g71106, Os11g45790], and four in late, ie 48 hours after infection [Os12g13550, Os06g17970, Os12g28100, Os12g10180] infections) and 10 of the rice genes expressed in Xanthomonas infected leaves (one in very early [Os09g34150], five in early [Os12g17430, Os04g52970, Os11g29520, Os07g29820, Os11g15700], four [Os02g18070, Os11g13940, Os08g10260, Os11g45060] in middle stage of infection) (Supplementary Fig 3). This further suggested that the adopted strategy of the present study would facilitate the prediction of gene expression based on motif arrangement. Hence, the demonstrated strategy in the present study could be useful to predict the expression pattern of the genes and to identify co-expressive genes not only related to stress but also related to different groups like non-stress and different stages of plant growth, etc.

**Comparative analysis of rice and Arabidopsis.** Consistent with the estimated timing of their divergence, monocot and eudicot plants share common TF families, and the number of genes in each family is similar between rice and Arabidopsis. The observed conservation of TF genes indicated that many TFBMs existed prior to the divergence of monocots and eudicots and they might have evolved from a common ancestor. Similarly, this study revealed that the motifs of Arabidopsis and rice NBS-LRR genes also shared 76.3% similarity. Rice motifs show higher GC content (78.4%) than Arabidopsis motifs (64.8%), which might be because of the higher GC content of the rice (44%) than the Arabidopsis (35%). However, rice NBS-LRR sequences have more specific motifs as compared to Arabidopsis (Fig. 6), which indicate that rice R genes have more evolved architecture of gene regulation compared to A. thaliana. On the contrary, motifs of A. thaliana were general and found upstream in a vast number of genes. In regards to the conservation of motifs also, A. thaliana motifs have shown higher conservation than rice motifs, which indicated a lower level of polymorphism in the upstream region of Arabidopsis. In addition to that, rice motifs have shown higher motif network than A. thaliana. Based on these observations, rice NBS-LRR genes could be more evolved in terms of regulatory mechanism than A. thaliana.

**Conclusion**

An attempt was made to characterize promoter regions of NBS-LRR genes and identify the strong TFBMs using popular bioinformatics tools. The frequency and positional conservation of the motifs were determined, which helped in understanding the architecture of the corresponding promoters. We also determined the cis-regulatory modules for these genes using a novel method motif network dendrogram. This information helped in finding the genes that may be co-expressed/complementary to each other. Hence, the present study has resulted in successful identification of unique motifs for the rice and Arabidopsis NBS-LRR genes and revealed the cis-regulatory modules that may be playing a role in the cascade of gene expression. Alternatively, the demonstrated method can be used to predict the gene expression pattern based on the motif arrangement. This may help in predicting the expression of any set of genes, based on their motif arrangement pattern. The comparison of the architecture of promoters of rice with Arabidopsis at the motif level gave clues in understanding the evolutionary development and the gene regulation. The identified novel and over represented motifs will be a good resource for functional validation, which will lead to a better understanding of the process of resistance gene regulation.
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Supplementary figure 1. Combinatorial network of rice motifs with each other. Significant combinational motifs have been marked with circle.

Supplementary figure 2. Combinatorial network of A. thaliana motifs with each other. Significant combinational motifs have been marked with circle.

Supplementary figure 3. Rice gene clusters based on different architecture of motifs. (Gene cluster based on CGGCGC, GCCGCG and GGGGGCGG motifs (Genes, which contains all three motifs) were marked with circle).

Supplementary figure 4. Rice gene clusters based on different architecture of four motifs. (Gene cluster based on four motifs CGCGCA, GCCCTG, CGGAAA and AAAAT were marked with circle).

Supplementary table 1. 206 NBS-LRR gene sequences of A. thaliana.

Supplementary table 2. 120 NBS-LRR sequences of rice.

Supplementary table 3. Fifty housekeeping rice genes list used for strong motif validation.

Supplementary table 4. Fifty housekeeping Arabidopsis genes list used for motif validation.

Supplementary table 5. List of strong rice motifs, identified by bioinformatics tools with their positional preferences and function.

Supplementary table 6. List of strong A. thaliana motifs, identified by bioinformatics tools with their positional preference and function.
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